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Jonathan Little On Live No-Limit
Cash Games, Volume 1: The Theory

How well can you handle the complex situations that arise in live no-limit cash game play? Leading
professional Jonathan Little excels at this form of poker. Listen to this book and learn how to master
the intricacies of this fascinating game. Jonathan's first book in this series outlined how the modern
professional plays the game. Now Jonathan has produced a second volume, allowing players to test
their understanding of the nuances of playing NL live. The question and answer format allows the
listener to examine each individual hand, consider the relevant factors and formulate their thinking
about the best line to take. In this way the listener can compare his or her thought processes with
those of a top flight professional. No-limit play is all about successfully adapting your strategy based
on: The pre-flop action Whether you are the aggressor Whether you are in position The relative
stack sizes at the table Testing yourself by going through the examples in this book will enable you
to make these adaptations instinctive.
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I have read several poker books and am a consistent live action player who plays 1/3$ and 2/5$ no
limit holdem.This book is more geared toward online play and is not practical when applied to live
casino games. Jonathan even talks about some of this being applied to high limit games which has
no value for new comers.You will find johnathan is quite aggressive and plays a range of hands on
all positions that seem suspect. He often talks about 4,5 and 6 bets and how to deal with that but
anyone who plays knows how rare these plays are. Let me re-phrase that, they are extremely rare
for live cash games. A lot of this book is hard to apply to live no limit cash games. He plays so loose
in so many positions you are going to blow through and bank roll you had trying to work through the

issues with being aggressive. He talks about 3-betting A TON pre flop around the button which is
fine if you know your opponent well enough but he 3 bet range is so wide it just makes me
completely uncomfortable to 3 bet with trash hands. But maybe that I why I am not a pro.I think this
book is a fine read to understanding holdem from a hyper-aggressive players stand point, but over
all read a few other books to get a larger concept and apply a few of his ideas here and there.Don't
make this book your gospel or it will cost you a lot of money.

It is the best book for beginners and intermediate live cash games players ever written until year
2014.The book can transform a beginner or intermediate player to a solid winning player in live low
stakes like 1/2. It covers all the basics but covers EVERY basic case of the game giving EXPERT
ADVISE and teach the reader how to do the same moves like professional players do in that
cases.The book is very well organized and giving solid information about playing live cash games. It
is very well written, it doesn't contain any redundant information , it contains everything someone
needs to know to win at low lives stakes and it is a very pleasant and interesting reading for
everyone . I 'm a professional player and I rarely buy books who include beginner's content but I still
bought that one , found some useful information and enjoyed the reading.The author is one of the
top world class professional players with huge experience deep knowledge and excellent results in
top tournaments like WSOP in many different forms of poker like No Limit Holdem, Limit Holdem ,
Omaha etc.Jonathan is also a very good writer and has an excellent unique writing style. His MTT
books for example are the best begginer level MTT books on the market (much better than those
from Harrington ).

Jonathan Little has produced a good reference to be assimilated for those of us interested in 'cash
games'. I have read his series on 'tournament play' and found it very helpful. Since there are
differences between 'cash' and 'tourney'...I would recommend reading about both in order to
understand and apply those differences. The best Texas Holdem players are perpetual students of
the game who not only play often and learn through experience, but tap into many other sources as
well. Jonathan Little's book is worth tapping into.

Highly recommend this book. It is exhaustive and goes takes $1/2 to a whole new level. You may
have to tweak the ranges here and there, but that goes without saying. The workbook is worth
getting as well. Lots of the material I think is fancy play, however I have seen regs employ this
strategy at the casino recently, you wont regret the book, I listened free on Audible and got a hard

copy...

clear, concise, an easy read. Mr Little is a successful professional player and this book shows part
of the reason why. He just doesn't set up some arbitrary rules, instead, presents situations that
leads the reader to think about the "why" more so than the "what" of a particular action.

This was a very helpful book for me as an amateur player trying to win money at 1-2 NLH tables,
with the intention of moving up to 2-5 as I improve. Lots of detail, but the writing is so clear and
straightforward that intermediate players should have no problem understanding. I will be re-reading
the many sections I highlighted on my first read.

Very easy read with simple fundamentals mixed with elaborate scenarios to paint a perfect plan for
any cash game.

Reached out to author on Twitter while reading his book. And he was responsive. Its cool reading a
book and having a community around the poker World to talk about it. This a book that opens up the
conversation and provokes thinking about hands and situAtions in the game. It's not a poker 101
book it's for someone that knows how to play and wants to develop their style and craft.
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